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Better car safety does not jeopardise emission reduction 
 
In the debate on CO2 reduction, motor manufacturers recently argued that 
safety requirements imposed on the industry have offset efforts to cut 
emissions (1). ETSC(2) shows why this argument is misleading and why cars can be 
both clean and safe.  
 
It is not safety that makes the weight – it’s size, comfort and, most 
importantly, the top speed capabilities of today’s cars. 
 

These are the true factors that are driving CO2 emissions. Professor Claes 
Tingvall, Chairman of the European New Car Assessment Programme (Euro 
NCAP), states: “Blaming safety is unfair, incorrect and just hides the fact that 
there are other issues responsible for industry’s failure to meet its contract 
with society. The performance of smaller and lighter cars at Euro NCAP clearly 
shows that improved safety does not need additional weight”. 
 
It is quite right that as a result of new body materials and an optimised 
structure, cars have become safer. However, the added weight due to such 
safety interventions is negligible. Heavier vehicles are the result of an increase 
in size for comfort, more luxury features (e.g. air conditioning) and more 
powerful engines to achieve higher speeds(3). 
 
Lower speed = better safety = lower emissions 
 

If we want to reduce CO2 emissions and traffic injuries alike in the long run, 
we need to downsize power and maximum speed(4). Reducing speed will 
contribute a great deal to improving safety on European roads, as speed has 
been shown to be the most important factor in crashes. The higher the speed, 
the greater the chance of a crash happening and the more severe its 
consequences. This is why on most motorways in Europe, no more than 130 
km/h are permitted.  
 
“Downsizing vehicle power and speed as well as reducing speeds through 
Intelligent Speed Assistance (ISA)(5) is what manufacturers can do to prevent 
both environmental and safety hazards”, says Jörg Beckmann, ETSC’s Executive 
Director.  
 
For more information please contact Franziska Achterberg, Head of Communication 
at ETSC: email: franziska.achterberg@etsc.be , phone: +32 2 230 4106.  
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